University of Bristol
Doctoral Training Initiatives

Science
- Bristol Centre for Functional Nanomaterials (BCFN)
- Catalysis CDT (Cardiff lead)
- Chemical Synthesis CDT
- Condensed Matter Physics CDT
- Diamond Science & Technology CDT (Warwick lead)
- Great Western 4 Plus DTP (GW4+)
- Theory & Modeling in Chemical Sciences CDT (Oxford lead)

Engineering
- Advanced Composites for Innovation & Science CDT
- Communications & Future Communications 2 CDT
- Composites Manufacture IDC
- Future Autonomous & Robotic Systems (FARSCOPE) CDT
- Quantitative Non-Destructive Evaluation CDT (Imperial lead)
- Systems IDC
- Water Informatics: Science & Engineering (WISE) CDT (Exeter lead)

Medical and Veterinary Sciences
- Dynamic Cell Biology PhD

Neural Dynamics PhD

Social Sciences and Law
- South West DTC (SWDTC)

Arts
- South, West and Wales DTP

Synthetic Biology CDT (Oxford lead)

Medicine and Dentistry
- Molecular, Genetic & Lifecourse Epidemiology PhD

Awards and Funding
- Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) - 1
- Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) - 1
- Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) - 15
- BBSRC & EPSRC - 1
- Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) - 1
- Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) - 1
- Wellcome Trust PhD programme - 3